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2013 NBA draft: Examining winners and losers
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Posted June 28, 2013
NBA draft 2013: Winners and losers
2013 NBA draft, Anthony Bennett, Ben Golliver, C.J. McCollum, New Orleans Pelicans, Orlando Magic,
Sacramento Kings, Steven Adams, Washington Wizards
By Ben Golliver

Anthony Bennett was overjoyed when he went No. 1 to the Cavaliers. (Jesse D. Garrabrant/Getty Images)

A wild, surprise-filled NBA draft is officially in the books. Who won? Who lost? Let’s take a look.
Winners
Canadian basketball. Any time history is made, that’s a good place to start. When the Cavaliers shocked
the basketball world by drafting UNLV forward Anthony Bennett, our neighbors to the north registered
their first No. 1 pick. Canada’s program has been on the rise for a number of years, highlighted by the first-
round selections of Tristan Thompson and Cory Joseph in 2011. Joining Bennett in the lottery was Gonzaga
center Kelly Olynyk, who hails from Toronto.
This growing youth movement could well pay off in full if Andrew Wiggins, arguably the best wing prospect
since Kevin Durant, is selected first in the 2014 draft, as expected. Imagine if someone had told you as
recently as 2010 that Canadians would go No. 1 back-to-back in 2013 and 2014. Kaboom — mind blown.
The only disappointment for Canada? Texas’ Myck Kabongo, a high school teammate of Thompson’s, went
undrafted.
Anthony Bennett. There will be plenty of time for the pressure and expectations to sink in and the doubters
to crow at full volume. In this moment, it surely must be an amazing feeling to have shocked the world.
“I’m just as surprised as everybody else,” Bennett admitted.
It’s not yet clear how he will function in the same frontcourt as Thompson or if the roster will get a
freshening up now that Mike Brown is back in the saddle. Before worrying about those questions, Bennett
need only concern himself with savoring the most pleasant of surprises before getting himself 100 percent
healthy.
SI.com goes behind the scenes at the draft
Kings fans. It’s hard to imagine a greater joy than the one Sacramento’s diehards felt when the Kings were
saved from relocation, seemingly at the last possible moment. Getting a top-three talent and a possible
future All-Star in Ben McLemore at No. 7 should rank right up there, too.
Dispose of any concerns about positional logjams. Changes in ownership, management and a new coach
will always bring new ideas to a roster. With McLemore, the new Kings’ brain trust gets a scoring guard
with traditional size and significant upside. This train is no longer veering off the rails and McLemore could
become the type of player whose talent can carry an organization in the right direction.
Steven Adams. There are plenty of reasons to be cautious — or even skeptical — about the Kiwi teen’s
ability to develop into an impact player. But if, before the draft, you had to imagine the single best situation
for him in the NBA, wouldn’t you have circled Oklahoma City? Playing for a perennial contender is a solid
perk in and of itself, but the Thunder, thanks to the depth and untapped youth already on hand, have the
ability to be patient with Adams and diligent in massaging his development. Being thrown into a major role
on a bad team could have had crippling consequences; in Oklahoma City, Adams gets exactly the opposite.
The hit rate on big-men projects is never great, but this looks like a pairing that will maximize the odds for
success.
Orlando Magic and Washington Wizards. As chaos broke out above them on the draft board, the Magic and
Wizards did what smart teams should do: They stuck to their plans. Both teams had been linked
repeatedly in rumors to their eventual picks — Victor Oladipo and Otto Porter, respectively — and both
went ahead despite the availability of Nerlens Noel and Alex Len. Although McLemore also seemed like a
viable option for Orlando at No. 2, the Magic get more of a “sure thing” and an insane workaholic who can
contribute to the rebuilding plan immediately. As for the Wizards, Porter’s fit alongside John Wall and
Bradley Beal is so logical it barely warrants further comment. Washington is essentially set at the 1-2-3
positions going forward and ready to proceed with its goal of making the playoffs for the first time since
2008.
C.J. McCollum. You couldn’t miss the Lehigh guard’s busting a move at his draft table once he realized he
was headed to Portland. His relationship with Damian Lillard was likely the key driver behind his
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excitement. A friendship off the court doesn’t have all that much lasting value in and of itself, though, and
it’s really McCollum’s projected role with the Blazers that will have him headed cross-country feeling like a
happy camper.
This is just a logical fit: The Blazers need a lead guard off the bench who can handle the ball, create a shot
and attract enough attention to find open shooters. They also need a player who can help take a little
pressure off the reigning Rookie of the Year when they opt to go to a lineup with two point guards.
McCollum is well-equipped to handle all of those responsibilities, and he doesn’t have to bear the “face of
the franchise” pressures that are on Lillard’s shoulders. If he emerges as a solid sixth or seventh man for
coach Terry Stotts, that will do just fine.
New Orleans Pelicans: One of the major talking points entering Thursday was how many — if any — of this
year’s prospects had the potential to develop into All-Stars. While everyone else waits a few years to find
out the answer to that question, the Pelicans landed a franchise point guard in Jrue Holiday who, at just
23, is already a certified All-Star. He will have a harder time getting back to the midseason classic now that
he’s in the Western Conference, but Holiday took a major step forward last season, posting career highs
across the board and carrying an otherwise sad-sack Sixers team as far as he could.
The sweet part about acquiring Holiday, though, is his contract. Signed to a four-year, $41 million rookie
extension last fall, it’s important to remember that the clock on that deal starts ticking in 2013-14. In other
words, he’s locked in for four full seasons at a very reasonable rate. Holiday, Anthony Davis, Ryan
Anderson and Eric Gordon (if he’s ever healthy) provide a very nice talent base. Even better, the Pelicans
reportedly assured top-five protection on the 2014 first-round pick they sent to the Sixers, meaning they
can still win big in a loaded lottery if things don’t pan out immediately.
Last note: Thanks to Davis, New Orleans needed Noel less than just about everyone else in the draft. This
was an excellent way to cash out on Noel as an asset that had greater external than internal value.
Trey Burke: All a young point guard can ask for is an opportunity and a solid group of talent around him.
Michigan’s Burke seems to get both in Utah after the Jazz traded up to acquire his rights from the
Timberwolves. Whether the Jazz decide to give him the car keys from Day 1 or opt to ease him into a
starting role by re-signing or acquiring a veteran presence, Burke will grow into his pro career with the
likes of Alec Burks, Gordon Hayward, Enes Kanter and Derrick Favors. That’s a well-balanced core that
could make some noise in a few years.
Ben McLemore’s jacket. Unbelievably awesome. Hat tip: Ball Don’t Lie.

Ben McLemore with a jacket you won’t find on the rack at Macy’s. (David Dow/Getty Images)

San Antonio — East. So, the Hawks drafted not one, but two foreign players in the first round? We all
should have seen this coming, right? GM Danny Ferry and new coach Mike Budenholzer are clearly wasting
no time putting their Spurs training to full use. Atlanta landed the ultimate “if he pans out, holy cow” big in
Lucas “Bebe” Nogueira and a solid point guard in Dennis Schroeder. That pair offers a nice combination of
intrigue and impact.
Click through for the losers.
Tags: 2013 nba draft, Anthony Bennett, ben mclemore, boston celtics, c.j. mccollum, nba, nba draft, nba
draft 2013, nerlens noel, new orleans pelicans, sacramento kings, steven adams
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simmons is awful.  I think OKC and atlanta had terrific drafts. And the spurs stole a kid few even knew about. GS snatched
another kid with huge upside in Nedovic.....Ive seen him play in europe and he's the real deal. Utah were dumb.......and I
have no problem with the suns taking Len. He's as much a potential impact player as McLemore.....who has been wildly
overrated (remember the NCAA tourny?!!)........and len is 7 1 and still growing. He is a massive kid, still young, who can
run. Why is that not better than a 6 5 two guard with a low revving motor who came in to work outs out of shape? Biggest
steal Jeff Withey in the mid second.

Like Reply

FYI, Olynyk is from Kamloops, BC; only 3000 miles from Toronto. But close, though... ;)

Like Reply

I think Suns snapped up the best player in the draft with Len.

Like Reply

Cleveland will draft the #1 pick for the next several years.  Dan Gilbert needs to relinquish control, and focus on his
fathead.

Like Reply

I guess turning around a program that was as down as you can get before he got there doesn't show Zeller does not have
any potential to do anything but take up minutes? and make no mistake he was the big reason the program turned around
as fast as it did. I think he will prove you and all the other "experts" wrong. I love all the hate given to a player and a team
who does not follow your plan for them. there is a reason why you people only write about talent instead of actually
working for a team.

Like Reply

1 hour agoSulkaman

@metalhead65 100% agree. Bennett was an outstanding choice.  He will be a beast in the NBA.  I love our
bigs and I love our guards. They have loads of money under the cap. Go get your SF through FA or a trade and
play the Russian kid at small forward as well.  Young and awesome. A tremendous foundation is being built.
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